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October edition
Well, what can I say, it’s great to be back!
After far too long it was a real pleasure to see so many familiar faces and a big welcome to our new members.
A big thank you to everyone who took part in our one off never to be repeated Covid

Cup.

The winners were

Gold Callum

Silver Ian

Also, a thank you to the creators of those magnificent handmade trophies.
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Bronze Peter

On Sunday October 10th Myself, Peter Bagshaw and Robin Bellamy made our way (very early in the morning) to the
Brampton show at St Ives. Steve Crust joined us there and it was really good to be at a show after far too long. A very
enjoyable day indeed. I only added one kit to my stash, a 1/72nd F18C Hornet for only £8.00. Sadly, the Finnish decals
cost more than the kit. On the sheet are F 18 Spanish and Swiss markings which I will never use.
I am sure that we all have decals that are surplus so I would like (with your agreement) to set up a Decal Bank. This
would be a box bought to every meeting where you could either add to or take out anything you need. You could even
list your wants on sticky fingers, or WhatsApp or the Facebook page.
Our next meeting will be the Monday after Telford and I’m sure those who attended will be glad to give their impressions
of this little show and bring along any goodies bought there.
After my rather disappointing recent trip to Hendon, on Saturday 9th October I went to a little Museum in Hornchurch
which was described by a visitor from The Imperial War Museum Duxford “I wish Duxford was as good as this”
The Hornchurch Aerodrome Historical Trust opened in June this year and is run by Enthusiasts and is everything you
want a museum to be. Great displays, plenty of information and not dull and boring. This from their website

Our aims were simple, to use our combined knowledge and expertise along with the many historical
artefacts and photographs that we hold in our collection. A simple need to try and help educate
people into their local wartime history or just to rekindle some people’s memories through our
displays and exhibitions.
I spoke to Jeff and Terry at the museum and they are very keen for us to be involved in any way that could benefit the
museum and the club. After they are our local museum and we are their local club.
This could be of great benefit to us both.
Happy modelling

Graham

The thrill of the chase
As many of you may be aware I am a fan of one particular Air Force (I even have the two T Shirts!), and part of the fun
in building a model collection based on an Air Force is tracking down and buying as many kits of their aircraft as you
can. This also stretches your modelling skills as sometimes the only kit available is either old or inaccurate or what
could be politely called “a bit of a challenge”. This also gives you the chance to build aircraft through the ages and
rather than being stuck on one type, you can end up with a wide variety of aircraft, from fast jets to sedate transports,
target tugs, fighters, bombers and so on.
I probably should have stuck with a smaller air force such as Gambia (just 1 Airplane) but the sheer variety of aircraft
flown by Finland captured my imagination. I now have way too many books and articles on this air force and along with
research on the internet I have amassed a list of just about every aircraft flown by them. Hannants and other model
online hobby shop websites were of course the first port of call and once I had collected all the easy to buy kits such
as the Airfix Do 17 & Gloucester Gladiator, various AZ kits like the Curtiss H75, Morane Saulnier 406, the search
begun!
Sadly, as actual bricks and mortar model shops are now rare
some of the other options open to me are Shows, eBay, and of
course our old mate Google. One of the great things about going
to shows is having a bloody good rummage and the joy when you
find something on your wants list. One example is the venerable
Airfix Beaver. I had been after one for a fair while and then finally,
at a stand at St Ives (can’t remember which one) just sitting on the
top of a pile of kits there it was for a whopping £8.00… Gotcha!
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At the other end of the hall unbelievably was the same kit but asking price was £20.00! good job I saw the cheaper
one first.
Next was the Hunting Percival Pembroke. I didn’t even know there was a kit of this little beauty So imagine my joy
when at the Lancing show some time ago, I was having a good old rummage and came across this!

I was then on the lookout for a Fokker friendship and managed to find the Airfix one (not bad but too many rivets) but
St Ives (again) years later I found the far superior Italeri version which I could not resist.
Other gems I managed to find were these beauties…
Piper Cherokee Arrow by Airfix, a far-flung Argentina Saab Draken by Modelex, Fokker C.X, IL DB-3 & rarer of rear
the STAGGERWING by Merlin Models

Graham

Johns Jottings…
Well technically we have now had our first competition under the new management and despite it being more for fun
it was very heart-warming to seem just so many varied models our members are building… It was also an impressive
show of our club’s modelling talent for the new members we welcomed along to our first club night in 18 months…
Not a lot from me tonight but I wanted to share some articles with you from the Airfix Club magazine…

John
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And here are some Vintage
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Classics

available now to get your modelling juices flowing…

